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Abstract: 

Considering the potential of special talented students, the importance of training them is 

increasing day by day. The perspectives of special talented students and their teachers 

regarding the concept of special talented are also effective in revealing students' potential. 

The aim of this study is to determine the opinions of the teachers and students in the 

Science and Art Center about the concept of special talented. The study was carried out 

with 20 teachers and 55 students in Science and Art Centers in Turkey in the 2019-2020 

academic year. Case study, one of the qualitative research designs, was used. Participants 

were determined using accessible case sampling. A semi-structured interview form 

prepared by the researchers was used as a data collection tool. Descriptive analysis was 

used to analyze the data obtained as a result of the interviews. It has been tried to reflect 

the positive and negative aspects of special talented students from the perspective of 

teachers and students. As a result of this study, it has been determined that teachers and 

students in the Science and Art Center perceive the concept of special talented students 

as individuals who offer creative solutions to problems and who have a quick grasp. In 

addition, both students and teachers think that receiving education at Science and Art 

Centers makes positive contributions to students. Finally, different types of suggestions 
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are made in order to increase the positive sides and eliminate the negative sides of special 

talented students. 

 

Keywords: special talented student, teacher, science and art center 

 

1. Introduction 

 

As stated in the constitutional and universal law texts, education is the fundamental right 

of every individual, and it is also their right to be educated according to their abilities 

and capacities. Students with different levels of development compared to their peers are 

subjected to special education. Special education is the application of education as the 

basic right for students with different levels of development. When the literature is 

examined, it is seen that these students whose development level is advanced compared 

to their peers are named in different ways as "gifted" or "talented". However, the Ministry 

of National Education names these students, whose level of development is advanced 

compared to their peers, as special talented in the legislative content published. The 

Ministry of National Education refers special talented individual as individuals who 

learn faster than their peers, who are prominent in creativity, art and leadership capacity, 

have special academic skills, can understand abstract ideas, like to act independently in 

their areas of interest and show high performance. Considering the common views in the 

definitions made for special talented students in the literature; it can be summarized as 

being able to think quickly and critically, being creative and original, having high level 

skills in problem solving, picturing and comprehending events in the mind. Special 

talented students differ from their peers due to their characteristics. These differences 

that they have are a unique opportunity for their wealth and the society where they live. 

The basic principles of education are to provide education to everyone equally, according 

to need, having continuity, providing equal opportunity, secular, democratic, scientific, 

in accordance with Atatürk's principles and reforms. When we look at all the principles 

that exist in education, the basic point is that each individual gets education according to 

his / her developmental characteristics. The power of the capacity of the special talented 

students necessitates their education. In addition, studies for the education and training 

of special talented individuals are not a process that only concerns special talented 

students. They also provide an indirect impact on the lives of the people they live with 

(cited. Kayışdağ and Melekoğlu, 2018, p.3). The Ministry of National Education has been 

conducting studies for special talented individuals since the 1990s. Science and Art 

Centers are opened by the Ministry of National Education in order to provide the richness 

of the education life of special talented students in Turkey. Science and Art Centers create 

educational environments for special talented students and contribute to their education 

by creating their own learning environments. Educational activities are organized in 

Science and Art Centers according to individual education plans prepared for special 

talented students. The Science and Art Center organizes an academic life where special 

talented students are at the center and educational environments that will enable them 
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to engage in scientific activities. (Akbüber and others., 2019, p.24). Considering the 

literature, Bakioğlu and Levent (2013) showed results in terms of enriching the 

educational content of Science and Art Centers and improving the educational 

environments, and also enabling gifted students to benefit more from these environments 

by increasing their number throughout the country. The Science and Art Centers should 

increase their qualifications by considering the potential they carry. The existence of 

studies aimed at revealing the potential within special talented students becomes 

mandatory. 

 As a matter of fact, teachers are the most important guides who provide support 

by following the development of special talented students. In the research of McCarty, 

Abbott-Shim, and Lambert (2001), it was observed that teachers reflected their adopted 

philosophies, perceptions and attitudes on the teaching methods and in-class practices 

they used. Teachers have an important place in educating special talented students 

according to their potential. They are the managers of the training program to be offered 

to special talented students. It is possible for teachers to be able to do the management 

job without any problems if they get to know the positive and negative characteristics of 

these students they have in the best way. In studies on teachers who provide educational 

support to special talented students and their views on special talented students, Yumuş 

and Toptaş (2011) state that teachers conduct academic studies based on the 

developmental characteristics of special talented students. Sak (2010) states that teachers 

can only guide them in the best way if they have high level knowledge about special 

talented students. According to this, teachers should look at special talented students 

from wide-angle windows, not equate them with their normally developing peers, 

respect their differences and take their spiritual development into account. Teachers who 

will appeal to special talented students should not only have the qualifications to enable 

them to graduate, but also have sufficient knowledge and experiences to provide 

academic and psychological progress to special talented students. (cited. Akbüber and 

others., 2019, p.26). Since the perception level of special talented students is different from 

individuals with normal development, they expect the training programs applied to them 

to be different. The difference of teachers and educational environments determined for 

them is extremely important. The characteristics of special talented students who share 

the same educational environments with their normally developing peers should be 

taken into consideration and the arrangements to be made should be at a level to support 

their development. The negative situations experienced in educational environments are 

related to the different characteristics of special talented students. (Seeman, 2010, p.29). 

Training programs to be prepared to minimize negativities are important and facilitate 

the operation. These training programs that teachers will prepare are about how well 

they know the student. The fact that the information they have about the positive and 

negative aspects of gifted students are systematized on paper and the arrangements 

made for individual differences are clear, makes education enjoyable. 

 A lot of academic studies are encountered in the literature review of special 

talented students. There are numerous studies such as the opinions of teachers working 
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at Science and Art Center (Levent, 2012; Ayaydın and Ün, 2018); teachers' views on 

training programs for gifted students (Kazu and Şenol, 2012; Tortop and Ersoy, 2015; 

Ferelli, 2019; Kayışdağ and Melekoğlu, 2018); special talented students (Koçak and 

İçmenoğlu, 2016; Dilekli and Tezci, 2019); about the gifted students who are compared 

with their peers (Özarslan, 2019) and the opinions of candidate teachers about special 

talented students (Erdoğan and Güçyeter, 2019). In this context, the aim of this study is 

to determine the opinions of the teachers and students in the Science and Art Center. 

Therefore, this study is so important in terms of analyzing and revealing the opinions of 

teachers and students on the same subject. For this purpose, the research aims to find 

answers to the following sub-problems: 

1) What are the positive aspects of special talented students? 

2) What are the negative aspects of special talented students? 

3) What are the suggestions for special talented students? 

 

2. Method 

 

This research was carried out according to the case study design, one of the qualitative 

research approaches. The case study focuses on facts that we are aware of but do not have 

a comprehensive and detailed understanding. (Yıldırım and Şimşek, 2013, p.78) In this 

context, the research will contribute to the determination of the views that teachers and 

students are aware of the positive and negative aspects of special talented students but 

do not have a detailed understanding of these issues.  

 

2.1 Study Group  

Participants of this study are 20 teachers and 55 students in Science and Art Centers in 

Turkey in the 2019-2020 academic year. They were chosen from among the volunteer 

teachers and the students in these institutions. Easily accessible sampling was used in 

determining the participants. In the easily accessible situation sampling, the researcher 

chooses the situation that is close to her/him and that she/he will not have difficulty in 

accessing. Thus, it accelerates the research and makes it useful. (Yıldırım and Şimşek, 

2018, p.123). Teachers who participated in the study were given codes such as K1, K2, K3 

... and students as T1, T2, T3…. 

 The demographic information of the teachers is given in Table 1.1 and the 

demographic characteristics of the students are given in Table 1.2. 
 

Table 1.1: The Personal Information of Teachers 

 
 

n % 

Gender Women  10 50 

Men  10 50 

Educational Level Bachelor Degree 9 45 

Master's degree 10 50 

Doctorate 1 5 

Branch Turkish 1 5 
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Mathematics 1 5 

Social Studies 1 5 

Form Teacher 2 10 

Psychological Counselling and Guidance 2 10 

Biology 1 5 

Information Technology 1 5 

Physics 1 5 

Chemistry 1 5 

English  1 5 

Art Lessons 6 30 

Professional Seniority 0-5 years 0 0 

6-10 years 7 35 

11-15 years 3 15 

16-20 years 5 25 

21 years and more  5 25 

Total   20 100 

 

The study group of the research consists of twenty teachers. Ten of these teachers are 

female and ten are male. Ten of the teachers have a master's degree, nine have a bachelor's 

degree and one has a doctorate education. The branches of the teachers participating in 

the study consist of Turkish, Mathematics, Social Studies, Form Teacher, Psychological 

Counselling and Guidance, Biology, Information Technologies, Physics, Chemistry, 

English and Art courses. Considering the years that the teachers have spent in the 

profession; it is seen that seven teachers have been in their professional life for 6-10 years, 

three teachers for 11-15 years, five teachers for 16-20 years, and five teachers for 21 years 

or more. 

 
Table 1.2: The Demography of Students 

 
 

n % 

Gender Girl 23 41,81 

Boy 32 58,18 

Grade 2-3-4 43 78,18 

5-6-7-8 10 18,18 

9-10-11-12 2 3,63 

Total  55 100 

 

When the demographic information of the students is examined, it is seen that 23 students 

are female and 32 students are male. Looking at the grade levels, it is seen that there are 

43 students at the 2-3-4 grade level, 10 students at the 5-6-7-8 grade level and 2 students 

at the 9-10-11-12 grade level. 

 

2.2 Data Collection Tools 

In this study, a semi-structured interview form prepared by the researchers was used. A 

literature review was conducted for the questions in the interview form, and the 

questions related to the purpose of the study were determined and a semi-structured 
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interview form was created. Expert opinion was taken for the content validity of the data 

collection tool. In line with the expert opinion, the questions to be asked to the teacher 

were also made applicable to the students and applied to both teachers and students. 

 

2.3 Process 

The students and teachers selected as the study group were asked the following questions 

in the semi-structured interview form. 

1. What are your views on the positive aspects of special talented students? 

 1.1 What qualities come to your mind when you think of a special talented 

 student? 

1.2 How do you think the training program for special talented students 

contributed to their development? 

2. What are your views on the negative aspects of special talented students? 

 2.1 If there are disadvantages of working with special talented students, what 

 are they? 

 2.2 What are the negative behaviours that special talented students exhibit in the 

 classroom? 

3. What are your suggestions for special talented students?  

 3.1 What are your suggestions for revealing more positive aspects of special 

 talented students? 

 3.2 What are your suggestions for eliminating the negative aspects of special 

 talented students? 

 A face-to-face meeting was held with the teachers and students. In order to ensure 

internal validity, statements taken from teachers and students were included in the study. 

 

2.4 Data Analysis 

The data obtained from the semi-structured interview form were presented according to 

the themes created based on the interview questions. The data obtained from the research 

were described systematically and clearly. In the next stage, these descriptions were 

interpreted and the results of the study were reached. In the study, direct quotations were 

used to reflect the opinions of the participants. 

 

3. Results 

 

In the study, the findings were given in an order appropriate to the interview questions. 

In the descriptions, the views of teachers and students are given by comparing them with 

each other. 

 

3.1 Opinions on the Positive Aspects of Special Talented Students 

The opinions of teachers and students working in the Science and Art Center about the 

positive aspects of special talented students, what concepts come to mind of teachers and 
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students when it comes to special talented students, and whether the programs applied 

to special talented students contribute to their development are discussed.  

 

3.1.1 The Thoughts of Teachers and Students in the Science and Art Center about the 

Concept of Special Talented Student  

In the study, the thoughts associated with the concept of special talented students were 

obtained by asking the question "What qualities come to your mind when you think 

about special talented students?" The data obtained within the scope of this question are 

depicted in Table 2. 

 
Table 2: Opinions about the Concept of Special Talented Student 

Items Teachers n % Students n % 

a) Grasping quickly. K1, K2, K3, 

K8, K12, K13, 

K19 

7 35 

Ö1, Ö8, Ö11, Ö20, Ö21, Ö23, 

Ö26, Ö38, Ö44, Ö45, Ö49, 

Ö50, Ö51, Ö52, Ö53 

15 27,27 

b) Presenting original designs. K7, K10 2 10 Ö9, Ö12, Ö16, Ö29, Ö30, Ö40 6 10,90 

c) Having different personality. K4, K15, K17 3 15 Ö4, Ö10, Ö37, Ö39, Ö46, Ö55 6 10,90 

d) Having broad perspective. K11, K16, K18 
3 15 

Ö6, Ö14, Ö17, Ö22, Ö27, 

Ö28, Ö34, Ö35, Ö36, Ö43 
10 18,18 

e) Offering creative solutions to 

problems. 

K5, K6, K9, 

K20 
4 20 

Ö2, Ö5, Ö7, Ö13, Ö15, Ö18, 

Ö19, Ö24, Ö25, Ö31, Ö32, 

Ö33, Ö41, Ö42, Ö47, Ö48, 

Ö54 

17 30,90 

f) Other 

* An individual who is different 

from his / her peers and has 

advanced knowledge and skills. 

 

K14 

 

 

1 5 

* Very talented individual 

Ö3 

  
1 1,81 

Total  20 100  55 100 

 

When Table 2 is examined, it is observed that there is a variety of answers regarding the 

definition of special talented students. It is seen that answers are given in the form of 

highly talented individuals who are quick to grasp, present original designs, have 

different personalities, offer creative solutions to problems with a wide perspective, are 

different from their peers and have advanced knowledge and skills regarding the 

definition of special talented students. In addition, while 35% of the teachers define them 

as individuals who can grasp quickly, 30.9% of the students define them as individuals 

who offer creative solutions to problems. It is seen that most of the teachers' and students' 

views are not very different from each other. To give an example; K7 and T9 mentioned 

about the concept as “Presenting original designs”, K15 and T37 “Having different 

personalities”, K6 and T43 “Having broad perspectives”, K5 and T33 “Creative solutions 

to problems. However, few of them had different opinions about the concept. For 

instance, K14 described them as “Individuals with advanced knowledge and skills” and 

Ö3 described as “Very talented individual”. 
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3.1.2 Evaluation of the Education Program for Special Talented Students by Science 

and Art Center Teachers and Students 

In the study, in order to evaluate the contribution of the education program applied to 

special talented students, "Does the education program for special talented students 

contribute to their development? And if you think it contributes, how does it contribute? 

'' questions were directed to both teachers and students. The data obtained within the 

scope of this question are depicted in Table 3. 
 

Table 3: Views on the Contribution of the Education Program  

For Special Talented Students to Their Development 

Items Teachers n % Students n % 

a) Allows to look 

from different 

angles. 

K1, K3, K6, 

K8, K9, K12, 

K15, K16, 

K18 

9 45 

Ö2, Ö7, Ö19, Ö21, Ö28, Ö30, Ö34, Ö37, 

Ö39, Ö40 

Ö46, Ö49, Ö52 
13 23,63 

b) Encourages them 

to research different 

topics. 

K19 

1 5 

Ö4, Ö13, Ö38, Ö47, Ö51 

5 9,09 

c) Helps them 

develop original 

products. 

K7, K11, K14 

3 15 

Ö9, Ö27, Ö35 

3 5,45 

d) Increases the 

knowledge of 

students. 

K10, K13, K5, 

K17 

4 20 

Ö1, Ö3, Ö5, Ö6, Ö8, Ö10 

Ö11, Ö14, Ö15, Ö16, Ö17, 

Ö18, Ö20, Ö22, Ö23, Ö24, 

Ö26, Ö29, Ö31, Ö32, Ö33, 

Ö36, Ö42, Ö43, Ö44, Ö45, 

Ö48, Ö50, Ö53, Ö54, Ö55 

31 56,36 

e) Improves 

interpretation skills. 

K20 
1 5 

 
  

f) Other. 

 * Allows me to 

spend my time 

learning different 

subjects. 

* It enables students 

to realize and 

develop their 

talents. 

 

K2 

 

 

 

K4 

2 10 

f) Other 

*Develop different designs  

* It enables me to learn everything 

and be successful, to spend time 

learning different subjects, to 

realize students' abilities, and to 

improve their thinking skills. 

* It broadens my imagination. 

 

Ö12 

 

Ö25 

 

Ö41 

3 5,45 

Total  20 100   55 100 

 

When the findings in Table 3 are evaluated, all of the teachers and students in the Science 

and Art Center think that the educational programs implemented to special talented 

students contribute to the development of them. Teachers state that the education 

program applied provides a different perspective especial for special talented students. 

They express that this programme facilitates the students to increase their knowledge 

and make original studies, and at this point they become aware of their abilities. Students, 

on the other hand, state that the education program increases the knowledge. They 
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mention about the fact that it provides a different perspective and the improving effect 

of research skills. When looking at the table, it is seen that 45% of the teachers have stated 

that these educational programs have enabled student to look from different angles, 

while 56.6% of the students have said that they have increased the knowledge of the 

students. Teachers and students agree that the education program gives a different 

perspective, increases their curiosity to new subjects, provides knowledge, and enables 

to produce unique products. However, while the teachers stated that it increased the 

students’ interpretation skills, the students not express their thoughts in this direction. 

Apart from the common answers given, some of the teachers said that the contribution 

of the curriculum helped them to deal with different subjects in using their time and to 

discover their abilities; some of the students stated that the program was applied which 

develops their thinking skills, helps to create different designs and develops their 

imagination. It is seen that the answers from teachers as K2 “it provides to spend time by 

learning different subjects’’, K4 “it enables students to realize and develop their talents”; 

from students as Ö12 ‘‘it enables to develop different designs’’, Ö25 ‘‘it allows to learn 

everything and spend time learning different subjects’’, Ö41 ‘‘it contributes to the 

development of imagination’’. 

 

3.2 Opinions on Negative Sides of Special Talented Students 

Teachers and students working at the Science and Art Center were asked what their 

opinions were about the negative aspects of special talented students. Teachers were 

asked to state their "opinions on the negative aspects of working with special talented 

students". Students were asked to state their "opinions on the negative aspects of 

studying with their special talented fellows". In this context, the findings are summarized 

in Table 4. 

 
Table 4: Opinions on the Negative Aspects of Being 

Together with Special Talented Students 

Items Teachers n % Students n % 

a) I can't keep up with their 

speed because of their constant 

asking questions. 

I can't stand the smug attitude 

of my friends.  

 

  

Ö11, Ö18, Ö22, Ö23, 

Ö31, Ö46, Ö55 

7 12,72 

b) It makes me feel inadequate 

when I can't keep up with their 

pace. 

 

  

Ö5, Ö19, Ö20, Ö32, 

Ö36, Ö39, Ö41 7 12,72 

c) I always have to come up 

with something new. 

K7, K8, K12 
3 15 

Ö53 
1 1,81 

d) It is wearing out. K2, K5, K6, K11, 

K13, K14, K16, 

K17, K18, K19 

10 50 

Ö8, Ö9, Ö16, Ö17, Ö42 

5 9,09 

e) I feel myself competing with 

my friends. 

 

  

Ö10, Ö13, Ö15, Ö27, 

Ö28, Ö33, Ö49, Ö51, 

Ö52 

9 16,36 
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f) My friends’ know-it-all 

attitudes prevent me from 

learning. 

 

  

Ö7, Ö21, Ö40, Ö50, Ö54 

5 9,09 

g) None.  

  

Ö1, Ö2, Ö4, Ö6, Ö12, 

Ö14, Ö24, Ö25, Ö26, 

Ö29, Ö34, Ö35, Ö37, 

Ö38, Ö43, Ö44, Ö45, 

Ö47, Ö48 

19 34,54 

h) Other 

* Nothing 

* I have not experienced it, but 

parents make the process 

difficult for their children with 

wrong attitudes. 

* The excess of self-confidence 

makes the subject difficult to 

understand and can be seen as a 

lack of acceptance against 

losing. 

 

K1, K10 

K4 

 

K9 

 

K15 

K20 

K3 

7 35 

Other 

* I can't socialize. Ö3 

Ö30 

2 3,63 

Total   20 100  55 100 

 

When the findings in Table 4 are examined, it is seen that 50% of the teachers state 

working with special talented students is exhausting, and 15% of them feel obliged to 

come up with something new. While two of the teachers stated that there was no negative 

situation they encountered apart from the common answers, they both stated that they 

did not experience any negativity when they were together with the special talented 

students, but that they had difficulty in the education process due to the wrong attitudes 

of their parents. They describe being together with special talented students as 

wearisome, the omniscient attitude of special talented students and the feeling of 

constantly having to come up with something new as a negativity. On the other side, 

34.54% of the students said that there was no negative side of studying with their special 

talented fellows. In addition, 16.36% of the students stated that they felt as if they were 

competing with their friends, 12.72% of them said that their friends had smug attitudes, 

there was a constant rush and they had difficulty in keeping up with the speed of this 

hustle. Two of the students see being together with special talented students as a 

negativity that prevents socialization. According to both teachers and students, 

backbreaking side of working with special talented students, difficulty in keeping up 

with their speeds, feeling inadequate and their all-know and smug attitudes are negative 

aspects of being together with special talented students. To give examples of expressions 

of teachers and students about the related question, teachers K1 and K10 stated that 

"There is no negative side of working with special talented students" and K4 talked about 

the parents and said, “I didn't experience it, but that parents made the process difficult 

for children with their wrong attitudes. Also, teachers K9, K15, K20 and K3 mentioned 

about the negative feeling of not being able to accept caused by the excess of self-

confidence as “Excess self-confidence makes it difficult to understand the subject and can 
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be seen as being unable to accept against losing.” On the other hand, students Ö3 and 

Ö30 stated that ‘‘I can’t socialize’’, Ö1 and Ö3 said that ‘‘There is no negativity and Ö11 

told that ‘‘I can't tolerate the smug attitudes of my friends." 

 

3.2.1 Opinions on Negative Behaviors of Special Talented Students in Classroom 

Environment 

In the study, the question “What are the negative behaviors of special talented students 

in the classroom environment?” was asked to the teachers and students in the Science 

and Art Center, and their answers are described in Table 5. 

 
Table 5: Opinions on Negative Behaviors of  

Special Talented Students in Classroom Environment 

Items Teachers n % Students n % 

a) Willingness to talk 

about extracurricular 

topics. 

K2, K10, K11, 

K12, K17, K18, 

K19 

7 35 

Ö8, Ö15, Ö19, Ö21, Ö26, Ö27, 

Ö28, Ö29, Ö31, Ö33, Ö50, Ö51, 

Ö52, Ö53 

14 24,45 

b) Restless and dynamic 

behavior. 

K9, K16 
2 10 

Ö9, Ö20, Ö22, Ö24, Ö25, Ö39, 

Ö40, Ö41, Ö47, Ö49, Ö54 
11 20 

c) Constantly criticizing 

friends and teachers. 

K5 
1 5 

 
  

d) Exhibiting aggressive 

behaviors. 

K4 
1 5 

Ö12, Ö13, Ö32, Ö34, Ö36, Ö37 
6 10,90 

e) Reluctantly 

participating in activities. 

K3, K6, K8, 

K13, K15 
5 25 

Ö7, Ö10, Ö11, Ö17, Ö55 
5 9,09 

f) Inability to tolerate 

repetition of stories. 

 
  

Ö18, Ö23, Ö42, Ö46 
4 7,27 

g) None. K1 

 
1 5 

Ö1, Ö2, Ö4, Ö5, Ö6, Ö14, Ö16, 

Ö35, Ö38, Ö43, Ö44, Ö45 
12 21,81 

h) Other. 

* Insist on his/her answer 

to the teacher's response.  

*All. 

* Overconfidence causing 

mistakes. 

 

K7 

 

K14 

K20 

3 

 

 

15 

Other 

* Shouting. 

* Getting spoiled. 

* Exhibiting know-it-all 

behaviours. 

* Distracting by 

speaking without 

permission. 

 

Ö3 

 

 

Ö30 

 

 

Ö48 

3 5,45 

Total  20 100  55 100 

 

When the findings in Table 5 are examined, 35% of the teachers stated the desire of special 

students' to talk about extracurricular issues as negativeness. While 25% of the teachers 

describe their reluctant participation in classroom activities as a negative behavior, 10% 

of the teachers express being restless and active in the classroom as a negative behavior. 

Some of the teachers, on the other hand, state students' constantly criticizing discourses, 

being in aggressive attitudes, insisting on their answers and making mistakes due to their 

excessive self-confidence as negative behaviors. When the expressions of the students are 

examined, 24.45% of them see the willingness of their special talented friends to talk 
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about extracurricular issues as a negativity, while 21.81% say that they do not act 

negatively. On the other hand, 20% of the students state active and restless behaviors in 

the classroom as a negativity. Other students describe the negative behavior of special 

talented students as being aggressive, spoiled and know-it-all behaviours in the 

classroom, causing distraction by speaking without permission, and being intolerant of 

repeating what is told. To give an example of what the participants said, K5 stated 

negative behaviors as "constantly criticizing friends and teachers in class", K7 "insistence 

in answering the teacher's answer"; Ö8 and Ö15 “the desire to talk about extracurricular 

subjects”; Ö30, on the other hand, describes the behaviors of "showing spoiled and 

knowing attitudes" as negativity. 

 

3.3 Suggestions Related to Special Talented Students 

To students and teachers at the Science and Art Center; it was asked and evaluated what 

kind of suggestions they had regarding what can be done to reveal the positive aspects 

of special talented students more and to eliminate their negative aspects. 

 

3.3.1 Suggestions for Revealing More Positive Sides of Special Talented Students 

Suggestions of students and teachers in the Science and Art Center for revealing more 

positive aspects of special talented students were examined by asking the question ‘‘What 

are your suggestions for revealing more positive aspects special talented students?’’ The 

data obtained within the scope of this question are depicted in Table 6. 
 

Table 6: Suggestions for Revealing More Positive Sides of Special Talented Students 

Items Teachers n % Students n % 

a) Opening new courses, workshops, 

predominance of art education, suitable 

educational environments. 

K2, K10, K18, 

K19, K20 
5 25 

Ö1, Ö3, Ö4, Ö11, 

Ö13, Ö25, Ö36, 

Ö42, Ö43, Ö47, 

Ö51 

11 20 

b) Concentration training should be given.  
  

Ö5, Ö18, Ö38, Ö39, 

Ö40,  
4 7,27 

c) Diagnostic exams should be more 

decisive. 

 
  

Ö7, Ö20 
2 3,63 

d) Training should be done on weekends. K8 1 5 Ö8 1 1,8 

e) Special talented students should be 

given training on their behavior. 

 
  

Ö9, Ö10, Ö22, Ö23, 

Ö30, Ö39 
5 9,09 

f) Course selection should be left to 

students and assigned specific research 

assignments. 

K7 

1 5 

Ö6, Ö11, Ö48 

2 3,63 

g) The number of students in elective 

courses should be reduced. 

 
  

Ö11, Ö16 
2 3,63 

h) Studies should be carried out according 

to the future plans of the students. 

 

  

Ö12, Ö15, Ö26, 

Ö32, Ö35, Ö41, 

Ö49, Ö55 

8 14,5 

ı) Visual media publication branches such 

as newspapers and magazines should be 

established. 

 

  

Ö14 

1 1,8 
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j) Activities should be implemented in 

different ways and allow students to 

explore. 

K1, K3, K4, 

K9, K12 5 25 

Ö17, Ö24, Ö28, 

Ö31, Ö33, Ö34, 

Ö37, Ö53 

8 14,5 

k) Building facilities should be improved. K11 
1 5 

Ö27, Ö37, Ö38, 

Ö45, Ö46, Ö51 
6 10,9 

l) None. K15, K16 
2 10 

Ö2, Ö19, Ö29, Ö44, 

Ö52 
5 9,09 

m) Teachers should be given training for 

special talented students, family education, 

and values education. 

K5, K6, K13, 

K14, K17 6 30 

 

  

Total  20 100  55 100 

 

According to the findings in Table 6, teachers and students made various suggestions 

and these suggestions were gathered under common headings. 30% of the teachers said 

that the trainings for the education of special talented students should be increased and 

that the families should receive training on this subject. 25% of the teachers suggested 

that appropriate educational environments should be increased, and the number of 

workshops should be increased by focusing on arts education. They also said that the 

activities to be implemented should have different and rich content and enable students 

to discover themselves. Students also offered different and numerous suggestions. 20% 

of them said that new courses should be added to their curriculum and new classrooms 

should be built. 14.5% of them said that trainings should be given in accordance with 

their future plans, the activities in the lessons should be different and they should be in a 

way to reveal their talents. The teachers gave suggestion as K1 “There should be subjects 

based on their interest in the activities and they should be directed to activities that will 

attract their attention”, K3 “Different techniques should be used and constant 

occupations”, K4 “By organizing activities that will allow them to discover their interests 

and special talents, group work should be focused on eliminating competition and 

strengthening the values of solidarity and cooperation.’’, K5 ‘‘Teachers should be subject 

to training for special talented students’’, K6 ‘‘Communication channels with families 

should be opened and family training should be provided’’, K7 ‘‘Students should be 

made aware of their abilities by giving them project assignments such as special research 

or examination’’, K8 ‘‘The activities to be carried out should be at more convenient times 

for the students by providing concrete responses to the activities carried out’’, K9 ‘‘At the 

end of the year, students should be able to discover their talents by repeating the interest 

and ability tests’’, K10 ‘‘Art education should be given more emphasis’’, K11 ‘‘Buildings 

suitable for their education need to be arranged’’, K12 ‘‘Different activities need to be 

done’’, K13 ‘‘Teachers need to be supported by postgraduate education’’, K14 ‘‘Emotional 

intelligence development activities should be carried out with emphasis on values 

education’’, K17 ‘‘Family education should be given’’, K19 ‘‘More different and free 

workshops should be opened within the institution’’. On the other hand, students gave 

suggestions as Ö5 and Ö18 ‘‘Concentration training should be given’’, Ö17 and Ö24 

‘‘Activities should be implemented with different methods and studies should be carried 

out that will allow students to discover themselves and their abilities’’, Ö14 ‘‘Visual 
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media publication branches such as newspapers and magazines should be established by 

science and art centers.’’ 

 

3.4 Suggestions for Removing the Negative Sides of Special Talented Student 

Suggestions of students and teachers in the Science and Art Center for removing the 

negative sides of special talented students were examined by asking the question ‘‘What 

are your suggestions for eliminating the negative aspects of special talented students?’’ 

The data obtained within the scope of this question are depicted in Table 7. 

 
Table 7: Suggestions for Eliminating the Negative Sides of Special Talented Students 

Items Teachers n % Students n % 

a) Presence of visuals that will raise 

awareness in the building, physical 

arrangement of buildings. 

K6 

1 5 

Ö3, Ö14, Ö24, Ö30, Ö36 

5 9,09 

b) Pay attention to their classroom 

behavior. 

 

  

Ö6, Ö20, Ö21, Ö22, Ö25, 

Ö27, Ö28, Ö40, Ö48, Ö49, 

Ö53 

11 20 

c) More attention should be paid to 

students and activities related to 

their areas of interest should be 

increased. 

K4, K8, K9, 

K18, K20 
5 25 

Ö7, Ö10, Ö16, Ö23 

4 7,27 

d) Training should be given on 

student behavior. 

K5, K11, 

K14 3 15 

Ö12, Ö15, Ö18, Ö26, Ö31, 

Ö32, Ö33, Ö34, Ö43, Ö54, 

Ö55 

11 20 

e) Students should not be put in a 

competitive environment. 

 
  

Ö13, Ö15, Ö19 
3 5,45 

f) Arrangements should be made in 

event times and practices. 

K3, K15 
2 10 

Ö18, Ö35, Ö46 
3 5,45 

g) None. K16 

1 5 

Ö1, Ö2, Ö4, Ö8, Ö9, Ö11, 

Ö29, Ö37, Ö38, Ö39, Ö41, 

Ö42, Ö44, Ö45, Ö47, Ö50, 

Ö51, Ö52 

18 32,7 

h) Cooperation with the family and 

family education. 

K1, K7, 

K10, K13, 

K19 

5 25 

 

  

ı) Values education should be given, 

reading books should be 

encouraged. 

K2, K12, 

K17 3 15 

   

Total  20 100  55 100 

 

When the findings in Table 7 are examined, it is seen that the teachers made common 

suggestions that students should be taken care of in order to eliminate the negative 

behaviours exhibited and that they should receive training for students by strengthening 

the communication with their families. In addition, K1 suggested that ‘‘The continuity of 

the course should be ensured and cooperation with the family should be made’’, K3 

‘‘Event times should be regulated by organizing activities that will enable them to spend 

their time to the fullest’’, K4 ‘‘By paying more attention to the students, the focus of 
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attention should be determined and activities should be carried out in this direction’’, K5 

‘‘Behavioural training should be given’’, K6 ‘‘Physical sites that will discharge their 

energies should be arranged’’, K7 ‘‘Be flexible and help families understand them by 

providing trainings’’, K8 ‘‘Activities in the area of interest should be more weighted’’, 

K13 ‘‘Families and students should be supported by providing cooperation with the 

family’’, K14 ‘‘Behavioural training should be conducted to develop disciplined working, 

knowledge acquisition and sharing skills’’. 

 While the majority of the students did not make any suggestions to eliminate the 

negative behaviors of special talented students, some students stated that special talented 

students should pay attention to their in-class behaviors and be trained in behaviors. 

Increasing the equipment inside the building and paying more attention to the students 

are among the other suggestions. The students also suggested that special talented 

students should not be put into the competition environment and that the negative 

aspects of special talented students should be regulated in activity times and practices. 

  

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

 

According to the research, students and teachers in the Science and Art Center perceive 

the concept of special talented students as individuals who offer creative solutions to 

problems and who have a quick grasp. These results are similar to the results of 

Sternberg's (1999) stating that giftedness arises from the balance between analytical, 

practical and creative abilities, and Ayaydın and Ün's (2018) study that BİLSEM teachers 

perceive special talented students as individuals who understand quickly. 

 The majority of the teachers and students, whose opinions were taken about the 

contribution of the education program implemented in BİLSEM to the students, think 

that the program contributes to increase the knowledge of the students and to enable 

them to look at the students from different perspectives. This shows that receiving 

education at BİLSEM makes positive contributions to students. These results show that 

in the study of Epçan and Oral (2019), students mostly; problem solving skills, research 

and questioning skills, the opportunity to discover talents and the opportunity to develop 

talents are similar to the statements that the institution makes significant contributions to 

them. In addition, Atlı and Balay (2016) stated in their study that students are happy to 

study at BİLSEM. Similarly, Kazu and Şenol (2012) found in their research that Science 

and Art Centers help students realize their individual abilities. When the opinions of the 

students about the negative effects of studying with their special talented friends are 

examined, it is understood that the majority of the students have the opinion that there 

is no negative side of being educated with their special talented friends. It is seen that 

very few of the students consider having to create something new as a negative side of 

being educated with their special talented friends. The majority of the teachers, on the 

other hand, stated that they were very worn out while working with special talented 

students and that their work required a lot of effort. The findings are supported by the 

findings of previous studies. Ayaydın and Ün (2018) stated in their research that it was 
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concluded that BİLSEM teachers felt inadequate to work with special talented students, 

had to produce new things and had some negative effects such as being tiring. In this 

context, Sak (2010) researched that the teachers of special talented students should have 

expertise in their fields; Summak and Çelik-Şahin (2014), on the other hand, emphasized 

that teachers should respect creativity and imagination, care about student needs, and be 

open to development by continuing their education. This situation shows that teachers 

of special talented students should improve themselves in many ways. 

 In the study, when students and teachers were asked about the negative 

behaviours of special talented students in the classroom environment, it was seen that 

the desire of the students in both groups to talk outside the classroom was considered as 

the negative behaviour of the special talented students. As an example of the negative 

behaviors of special talented students in the classroom environment, Wagale (2001) 

found that special talented and success-oriented children sometimes cause problems for 

their teachers in the classroom environment because of their stubborn and dominant 

behaviours. In addition, Mares (1991) states in his research that special talented people 

generally exhibit advanced learning behaviours due to their intellectual risk-taking 

tendency, they break the rules in an unusual and unexpected way, and this situation can 

be perceived by teachers as the behaviour of the special talented to cause confusion in the 

classroom environment. In the study of Balay and Sağlam (2008), teachers state that they 

frequently encounter negative student behaviours in the classroom environment. Sezer 

(2015), on the other hand, states the views of teachers about the negative behaviours of 

special talented students as constantly demanding the right to speak, exhibiting 

meaningless restlessness and activity, criticizing the answers of their friends, verbally 

teasing their friends, being stubborn with the teacher, speaking without speaking and 

exhibiting aggressive behaviours.  

 When the suggestions given by the students to reveal the positive behaviours of 

the special talented students more are examined, it is seen that the opening of new 

courses and workshops is the most recommended topic. Ayaydın and Ün (2008) stated 

that most of the teachers in their studies stated that there are deficiencies in the curricula 

applied in Science and Art Centers, that they continue to work to improve it, that 

individual curricula should be prepared together with academic support, and that 

different practices are needed. Kaya (2013) similarly stated that the education of special 

talented students should be different in line with their needs. 

 The suggestions given by the students to eliminate the negative behaviors of the 

special talented students include paying attention to the behaviors of the special talented 

students in the classroom, providing training on behaviors, increasing the equipment 

inside the building, paying more attention to the students, not putting the them into the 

competition environment, and making arrangements in the times of activities and 

practices. In the study of Çankaya (2011) in terms of eliminating the negativities, 

cooperation with the family, individual guidance, participation in social activities, 

making codecisions, gaining responsibility, supporting the development of students' 

special abilities, and preventing negative behaviors in the classroom are seen as 
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permanent solutions. In addition to this, Sezer (2015) states in his study that teachers who 

take part in the education of special talented students should be better equipped about 

special education and closely monitor the practices in different countries. He also states 

that teachers should be given in-service training on providing necessary materials to 

schools where special talented students are educated, enriching classroom learning 

environments, and preparing individualized educational activities. Furthermore, he 

emphasizes that teachers should be informed that the negative behaviors exhibited by 

special talented children in the classroom environment depend on their developmental 

characteristics and that special training and guidance seminars should be given to 

teachers about the management of these behaviors. 

 Students and teachers have generally defined the concept of giftedness as 

individuals who have a quick grasp and who offer creative solutions to problems. The 

education programs implemented to those students provide an increase in their 

knowledge. It makes easier for teachers to look from different angles. Special talented 

students say that there is no downside to being together. Teachers, on the other hand, 

find it tiring to work with special talented students. Students state the negative behaviors 

exhibited in the classroom environment as the desire to speak out of class and restless, 

active behaviors. Teachers, on the other hand, see negative behaviors in the classroom as 

a desire to speak out of class and unwillingness to participate in activities. Teachers 

demand more activities and workshops to discover talents. Students want new 

workshops and studies planning for the future. In order to eliminate negativities, teachers 

recommend approaching students with interest and guidance work for families. Finally, 

students suggest that classroom behavior should be emphasized. 

 

5. Recommendations 

 

Some suggestions can be given in the light of the findings of this research. First of all, new 

courses and workshops for special talented students can be opened in Science and Art 

Centers to increase their potentials. Second, the curriculum applied in Science and Art 

Centers can be enriched. Thirdly, psychological and behavioural support can be provided 

for those students. Finally, the number of the equipment inside the building can be 

increased. 
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